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MAINTAINING OUR EXCITMENT 

Time is precious, we can not waste it! 
We must ensure that all of our time is go-
ing to good places. After all, there's no 
time to waste in a war! 

“Af Hu Bachayim - 

is revealed in all I do 

I must always ask 

myself, Am I acting 

as I should?”  

TEVES 5780 

DER REBBE REDT TZU KINDER 

The most important thing about being in 
Tzivos Hashem is to know that it is not a 
joke, rather, a serious thing! 

THIS PUBLICATION INCLUDES HOLY 
WORDS AND SHOULD BE TREATED 
WITH THE PROPER RESPECT 
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APRECIATING THEM... 

4 Der Rebbe Red’t Tzu Kinder 
THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OF 
BEING IN TZIVOS HASHEM IS TO 
KNOW THAT IT IS A SERIOUS THING 

5 Story Time! 
HEAR A CHOSSID RELIVE THE STORY 
OF HEY TEVES.  

6 Maintaining Our Excitement 
WE  HAVE NO TIME TO WASTE, AT 
ALL! ESPECIALLY NOT WITH YUD SHE-
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO ALL THE 
BIRTHDAYS IN TEVES! 
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ZZZzzzz..... ZZzzz… “Shmuly, wake up! It’s 
time to wash Neggel Vasser and serve the Ai-
bershter!” 

Zzzzzzzzzzzz…… “Shmuly! Nu, it’s late!” 

”Mmmph-umm-w-w-what? Whoa! It’s al-
ready the morning? Did I really just sleep 
now for 9 hours?! But it only felt like one mi-
nute..." 

It’s funny, no? You close your eyes at night, 
before you know it you open them up again, 
and POOF - the whole night zipped right by! 

Well, sometimes in life we also "close our 
eyes" and fall asleep - in other words, we 
waste our time. Time just zooms by, and 
when we wake up we're holding six months 
later... 

When you wake up from your six-month-

long sleep, you don't feel too great; quite 
foolish in fact. I mean, who enjoys doing 
nothing? 

We're holding now in the month of Teves, 
which, like Cheshvan, comes after an excit-
ing, inspiring and farbrengen-packed month. 

 Now, it's not enough to just "maintain the 
excitement" from Kislev.  

A chossid has to constantly grow in all areas of yid-
dishkeit. Which means that we need to utilize 
our time and make sure that we never waste 
a second - always doing, saying or thinking 
in a positive, yiddishe and chassidishe way.  

And if we will use our time correctly, there is 
no doubt that we will finally clean up our 
messy world, and finally bring Moshiach, 
once and for all!! 

Besser N' Gresser 
 ה' טבת תש"פ
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13 RC In Review 
RE-EXPERIENCE CAMP WITH SOME 
PICTURE HIGHLIGHTS OF THE RC 
LAUNCH! 



What's  a camp reunion without watching a Sicha and writing a hanacha!? 

Seen here is the Chosidels writing their Hanachos at the start of the Gan Yisroel Year-Round, second annual re-
union! After that came songs, food, games and more! See page 8 for more pictures! 

Dear Besser N' Gresser, 

First of all thank you very much for the Gan Yisroel 

Year-Round magazine! 

I look forward to it every month! 

My little brother does too, even my Tatty reads it! 

I just want to say that I really liked the "Gresser 

sleeps" article in the Kislev edition (issue 3 (9)) my 

favorite part was when Gresser hit his head on the 

bed on top of him. Its Funny because I can actually 

see that happening! 

By the way, the reunion was so much fun. Thank you 

soooooo much for doing it! It was nice to see my 

friends again after camp. 

- A BIG fan of "THE LOOP" 

Hey Besser, 

If you don't mind please stop taking my sand-

wiches from the fridge. 

It takes me about 3 weeks to make one 

sandwich cause I have to age the tuna in my 

sock drawer and then I have to make sand-

wich bread out of Challos... 

Besides for the fact, that the sandwich that 

you took from the fridge wasn't even ready 

yet because I didn't add my secret ingredi-

ent, which everyone knows Is underwater 

cherries... 

If you would like a sandwich next time, just 

ask! 

Love, Gresser 

Hey, I'm just sending this letter in for fun, don't actually 
put it into the GYYR magazine, especially not with my 
name on it! 

I really feel like camp never ended, because even if I 
wanted to feel that way, I get an envelope in the mail 
EVERY MONTH from camp! 

I enjoy reading all of it, besides the last page, because 
then I know I have to wait another whole month to get 
another one. 

But the truth is I just end up reading it again either 
way... 

ON THE COVER: 

GAN YISROEL YEAR-ROUND 

SEND YOUR LETTERS TO CHOSIDEL@GMAIL.COM TO BE FEATURED HERE! 



אן ארמיי האלט זיך צו אלעם ערשטן 
אויף דעם וואס יעדער "סאלדזער" )איש 
צבא( ווייס אז אן ארמיי )און נאך מער א 
מלחמה( איז ניט קיין "שפילעכל", און 
ניט א זאך וואס מ'מאכט דאס "כ'ווייס 

נאר דאס איז אן ערנסטע   -ווי"  
 זאך.

דינען אין אן ארמיי קען טאקע זיין 
א געזונטע, גליקלעכע און אפילו א 

אבער מ'באציט   -פריילעכע זאך  
 זיך דערצו מיט ערנסקייט.

אזוי אויך אין דער ארמיי פון דעם 
אויבערשטן, דארפן די "צבאות 
השם" וויסן, אז דאס איז ניט קיין 
שפיל, נאר סאיז אן ערנסטער זאך 

מ'דעהערט צו אן ארמיי וואס   -
ט  א ה ר  ט ש ר ע ב י ו א ר  ע ד

אויפגעשטעלט און ער פארלאזט זיך אויף 
די סאלדאטן אז זיי וועלן מנצח זיין אין 

 דער מלחמת ה'.

און א איד פארגעסט ניט פאר קיין איין 
 רגע אז ער באלאנגט צו אט דער ארמיי.

FREE TRANSLATION:  

The first and foremost important 
foundation of an army is that eve-
ry soldier knows that an army, 
and a war especially -  is not a 
game; rather, it is a serious thing. 

Serving in an army can 
actually be a good, 
healthy and even a joyful 
experience, but the over-
all approach must be 
with an erenskeit - seri-
ousness.  

So too in the army of Ha-
shem: The Tzivos Ha-
shem must know that an 
army is not a “game”; ra-
ther, it is a serious thing - 
we belong to an army 
which Hashem has established 
and He relies on the soldiers to 
win this war of Hashem. 

And a Yid doesn't forget, not 
even for one second that he be-
longs to this army. 

 ג' דחוהמ"ס תשמ"א(( -“ ערנסקייט”
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Due to the appeal of the opposite side, it was 
not until the 27th of Mar-Chesh- van, 5748, that 
the Federal Court is- sued a special order for the 
actual return of the books. The joyous news 
spread like wildfire. Temimim every- 

where began to stream toward 770. 

Outside, the sidewalk overflowed with jubilant, 
dancing Chassidim. As minchah approached, a 
dedicated and skilful ad-hoc construction team 
of volunteers, hastily assembled the raised plat-
form customarily used by the Rebbe during 
Tishrei. 

On Monday, 2 Kislev, excitement mounted with 
the knowledge that the books would be re-
turned that day. The Rebbe went to the Ohel at 
2:00 p.m., prior to the arrival of the seforim. The 
Rebbe asked that when the books arrive in 770, 
a few of them should be brought directly to the 
Ohel. 

When the Rebbe left to the Ohel, many bo-
churim were standing outside. The Rebbe ex-
pressed his dissatisfaction in no uncertain 
terms, sharply stating at length that the victory 
of the seforim was to learn them, not just to 
stare as they arrived. 

At 3:00 p.m., the books arrived in 13 crates plus 
various assorted sacks. Agudas Chassidei Cha-
bad members brought them to “the lower Gan 
Eden,” outside the Rebbe's study, and sent a 
number of them, including Mizmor LeTodah 
(appropriately entitled, “A Song of Thanksgiv-
ing”) and Derech Emunah, to the Ohel. 

On that day, a group of Chassidim came to con-
gratulate Rebbetzin Chaya Mushka on the oc-
casion of the return of the seforim. In discussing 
the subject, she reiterated a few times, "Now is 

the beginning of a new point in time." 

On Thursday, 5 Kislev, the Rebbe gave instruc-
tions to reprint Derech Emunah, authored by 
kabbalist Rabbi Meir Ben-Gabbai (best known 
for his work, Avodas HaKodesh), which was 
one of the seforim re-obtained through the legal 
struggle. 

Derech Emunah is a sefer “small in size and rich 
in content” as its title page states. At the Reb-
be's instructions, notes and annotations were 
added, and the price was set at one dollar. 

The Rebbe devoted an entire sicha at the far-
brengen the following Shabbos, Parshas Vayeit-
zei, to Derech Emunah, and explained the au-
thor's answer to its first question: 

How is someone in charge of the world? The 
purpose of printing this work, the Rebbe point-
ed out, was not merely to add another book to 
the shelf. Rather, he urged, look into it 

and study it in depth, for this work – in con-
trast to other Kabbalistic writings – is written 
in a clear, uncomplicated style, accessible to 
everyone, and, according to all opinions, every-
one is permitted to study it.  

Immediately after Shabbos, groups of Anash 
and temimim gathered together with copies of 
the two above mentioned works in earnest 
study. A few days later, at the end of the far-
brengen on 10 Kislev, 5748, while getting up to 
leave, the Rebbe began the nigun "Padah B’Sha-
lom" and encouraged the Chassidim to continue 

singing it with fervor. 

A year later, on 2 Kislev , 5749, (Motzei Rosh 
Chodesh) after maariv, the Rebbe called out . “ א
”גוט חודש און א גוט יום טוב  

CREDIT: A CHASSIDISHER DERHER 

 A HEY TEVES STORY FABRENGEN 

THE SEFORIM COME HOME - 2 KISLEV 5748 
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Maintaining Our Excitement: No Time To Waste 
Rebbe’s Torah and thinking more about the 
Rebbe in general. We don’t want to come to 
the Rebbe empty handed on this very special 
day.  

One may ask, “But it’s so easy to waste time? I 
don’t ALWAYS have something to do?” 

Well, the solution to not waste time is to find 
other things to do. Then you 
won't have any time to waste! 
Ha! 

But seriously, for the next few 
weeks, we have to be more 
mindful of what’s important. 
Rebbe, Hiskashrus to the Reb-
be, fulfilling the Rebbe’s 
Horaos, Mivtzoim, etc.  

So, for example, that half-hour you have every 
night between homework and supper when 
you you don't really have anything specific to 
do, and you generally end up doing nothing - 
why don't you make a new kvius (a set aside 
time) to do something good and productive? 

Read Chassidishe stories of the 
Rebbeim or of Chassidim, learn 
Sefer Hamitzvos, learn Chitas, 
make a Farbrengen, or call your 
chaveirim on the phone and 
share with them the news that 
Yud Shevat - 70 years is coming 
up! The ideas are endless... 

With Yud Shevat - 70 years around the corner, 
this would make a great Hachlota and give the 
Rebbe tremendous Nachas.  It’s simple, easy 
and it just makes sense! 

So let’s do this together! Let's spend our time 
well! Let's not waste a minute! Because every-
one knows that in war, time is precious, and 
through using our time well, we will “win this 
Golus war” and bring Moshiach Tzidkeinu, 
right now! 

Hey, you! Yeah, you.  Remember the night of 
the staff play, or maybe during color war, 
when your staff needed some extra time to... 
never mind. Nisht FarDa”K. So anyways, the 
head counselor got up in front of the whole 
camp and just started talking and talking 
and talking… about absolutely nothing? 
How did that feel? You were probably very 
anxious to get to the staff play, 
and even got upset at the 
head counselor for wasting 
your time and making a hole 
in your head (in case you did-
n’t already have one).  

This is what we call: Fi-li-bust
-ering. Wasting time. 

Every person can translate 
"wasting time" in their own way. 

Some people might convince themselves 
that playing tetherball during RC is being 
productive, but most people would consider 
that wasting time. 

The point is, that no one actually 
enjoys doing nothing; everyone 
likes to feel accomplished. 

So now, what does this mean for 
us? Well, this year is an extremely 
special year. Next month is Yud 
Shevat. Now, every year this is an 
extremely holy and important day, 
a day when we come to be with the Rebbe; 
Chassidim Farbreng and make Hachlatos - 
and over all, it’s a yom tov for chassidim.  
But this year is extra special. You know 
why?  
 Because it’s 70 years since the Rebbe be-
came our Rebbe! 70 years of dor hashvi’i! 

Chevre! There is no time to waste! We have 
just a month left to prepare ourselves and 
our communities by learning more of the 
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 O   C   T  - F    E  I G H  

A    V I  Y 

GAN 
YISROEL 
WORD 
FILL 

FILL IN THE 
WORD AND 
COMBINE ALL 
THE FIRST LET-
TERS TO COM-
PLETE THE 
LINE ON BOT-
TOM 

  R  U L K  
 C E P     W  M   G M  A  B A  

C L   

  G G  R A  

 E A R N I   

C L  S  

 C E 

 K A T   G 

 N  A 

D   N N  N G 

 E T H E  

B   L L 

 O C K E   V E L     E N 

 N K U 

H   U S  

 L E V E   A F T  

P L  Y 

 H E 

L O O  

THE FINAL LINE IS: 

            

       

RIDDLE CORNER 
Aside from Chanukah and Chol Hamoed, when is the Torah read 5 days 

in a row? 

Send your answer to 248-346-6693 to be featured in the next magazine 



WOW THAT WAS THE GREATEST GAN YISROEL YEAR ROUND REUNION  

TO SEE MORE PICTURES FROM THE RE-
UNION LOG ONTO: 

Bit.ly/reunionalbum 

We watched a Sicha and 

wrote a Hanacha! Just like we 

did in camp! 

Then we sat down for an 

awesome supper of Gress-

ers favirote food; PIZZA!  

Then we 

learnt the 

brand new 

GYYR 

theme song 

made spe-

cial for the 

reunion! 

And last but not least we played a 

camp themed trivia game made by 

your Tayere staff™ 
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YUD SHEVAT - 70 YEARS 
Announcing a special Hachanah exclusively for GYYR! 

Hey! Speaking of preparing 
for things: 

We are holding now in the 
days leading up to Yud She-
vat, and this year, we are cel-
ebrating 70 years of the Reb-
be's Nesius! 

This is not a day that we can 
just "show up" to. This is a 
day that requires a lot of 
preparation. 

Why? 

Because Yud Shevat is the 
day when the Rebbe accepted 
us as his soldiers, and us 
Chossidels know very well 
that "This is a Zechus... but 
with this comes Achrayus”. 

In other words, Yud Shevat is 
a day that reminds us of our 
tremendous responsibility as 
Yidden, and especially as 
Chassidim living in Dor Hash-
vi’i - the generation which 
will greet Moshiach.  

So obviously, we need to pre-
pare ourselves and those 
around us for this special and 
awesome day! 

As the Rebbe's soldiers, we 
have a two-fold mission: 1. 
To change ourselves. 2. To 
change the world. 

The Rebbe also gave us the 

Imagine if you showed up to 
camp and nothing was pre-
pared: 

You show up to your bunk-
house only to find a pile of mat-
tresses and a pile of bed 
frames, and everyone gets to 
work to put the bunkhouse to-
gether. Finally, it comes to sup-
per time, and after a tiring day 
of setting up beds, you’re pret-
ty hungry… 

But when you walk into the A-
Frame, you see Chef Eli on the 
phone with the food delivery 
service ordering all the food for 
the summer! 

By now you must be thinking to 
yourself, ”This is crazy! Obvi-

ously, no one prepared any-
thing for camp! They should 
have never even opened up 
camp this year (CH"V) if they 
weren't planning on prepar-
ing…” 

Some things just need prepara-
tion and there's no way around 
it; especially if it's something 
that is very important; then it 
requires a lot more prepara-
tion… 

special tools and weapons we 
need for this mission: These 
are the Rebbe's teachings and 
the instructions the Rebbe 
gives us.  

And therefore...  

(Trumpets blaring and drum 
roll…) 
Gan Yisroel Year-Round™ is 
proud to announce an incredi-
ble and stupendous Yud Shevat 
- 70 Years Hachana Program to 
ensure that Machaneh Gan Yis-
roel is ready and prepared for 
this special and holy day! 

The Hachana will work as fol-
lows: Every week, for the last 4 
weeks before Yud Shevat, there 
will be a letter of the Rebbe 
prepared for you to learn.  
This means 1 letter per week. 

After you finish, your job of 
learning the Rebbe’s Torah 
now its time to move on to step 
#2 reaching out to another Jew 
by giving him the Zechus to 
have a letter in the Sefer To-
rah.  

Like this, we are working on 
ourselves and on our sur-
roundings - exactly what the 
Rebbe wants! 

Continues on page 15 

 



The goat from the staff play was 
supposed to be at the GYYR Re-
union but missed his flight and 
then his bus broke down - he 
realized that he just has some B-
A-A-A-A-A-A-D LUCK! Get it? 
B-A-A-A! Anyways, an uncon-
firmed rumor has it that our dear 
goat has made his way to the 
resting place of his paternal 
grandfather- Getzel the Goat - 
who had the unbelievable merit 
to be laid to rest in the holy 
grounds of Machane Gan Yisroel  

CAMP NEWS 

Good morning dear listeners! 
        This is your host Besser speaking, and as always, it’s a beautiful rainy day  

   out here in Lubavitch City, MI. The truth is that it’s starting to get a bit cold up here,    
 but, as they say: If your socks stick to the ceiling - you know it’s time to change them.  

And now, for a small preview of what’s in store for you on today’s program: 

BREAKING NEWS! Besser N' Gresser have recently competed in 
a grand tournament of “Rock, Papers, Scissors” in an attempt to 
determine who will be awarded the last remaining pie of pizza 
from - you guessed it - the GYYR Reunion. Somehow GYYR 
managed to get some coverage on this once-in-a-millennium mo-
ment, and in a dramatic turn of events, Gresser managed to down 
the whole pie while Besser was sharpening his moves in an intense 
preparation for the extremely mind-consuming athletic event. Just 
goes to show: Never trust a human that wears shleikes with a pie 
of pizza - no matter how innocent he looks. Oh, and in the end, of 
course, Gresser lost the game by a mile... 

FUN FACT! Right now as you are currently studying 
these words, it is exactly 132 days, 16 hours, 38 
minutes and 42.2 seconds since your head com-
menced it’s spinning at the commencement of the 
banquet. 

In other news, the word "commence" has officially been accepted to the Wade-
Webster dictionary - though the definition is still unclear. The subject is being dis-
cussed thoroughly as we speak in a major conference of the greatest and most experi-
enced janitors of our times. The convention is being held in an undisclosed location 
due to the sensitivity of the matter, and is being chaired by the one and only Sam-
boy… 
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IN OTHER NEWS… 

ON BEHALF OF THE ESTEEMED MEMBERS OF THE “THE 

LOOP™” AND CHOSSIDEL INC.  

THE TEAM HERE AT GAN YISROEL YEAR-ROUND WOULD LIKE 

TO WISH A HEARTY HEARTY HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO OUR DEAR 

CAMP DIRECTOR  

RABBI BENTZION SHEMTOV!!! 

“All this would not be possible without you!” 

WISHING HIM AND HIS FAMILY SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN 

ALL THAT HE DOES AND ESPECIALLY IN MACHANEH GAN YIS-

ROEL, LUBAVITCH CITY MI! 

LOOKING FORWARD TO GAN YISROEL 5780! 

GAN YISROEL YEAR-ROUND 



1 Teves Gabi Pelman (bunk 6) 

1 Teves Nosson Gourarie (bunk 8) 

3 Teves Mendel Blumstein (bunk 3) 

3 Teves Nissi Gansburg (bunk 4) 

12 Teves Chaim Cohen (bunk 8) 

16 Teves Counselor Schneur Deren 

16 Teves Counselor Meir Deren 

17 Teves Gavriel Mann (bunk 1) 

18 Teves Tzvi Greenberg (bunk 4) 

23 Teves Shneur Weiss (bunk 9) 

23 Teves HL Shea Shmotkin 

24 Teves Yosef Amzalak (bunk 5) 

24 Teves Mendel Amzalak (bunk 6) 

26 Teves Counselor Mendel Backman 

28 Teves S.D. Michel minkowitz 

28 Teves Rabbi Bentzion Shemtov 

on behalf of the entire Gan Yisroel 

the administration of ‘Gan Yisroel 

Year-Round’ would like to express 

our congratulations to the fol-

lowing campers and staff who are 

celebrating their Birth-days in 

the month of TEVES! 

Look in the back of the journal 

for their phone numbers and call 

them to personally wish them a 

Mazel Tov! 
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the moon shines through the blinds 
my eyes they start to close 
pieces from those conversations flowing through my weary 
mind 
devoted you must be, my brother did tell me 
to fulfill the will of  the Nossi, our king 
 

Much effort spent to do 
All the walls I've broken through 
To carry out the Rebbe’s wish  
I worked so hard to do what’s right 
With simple Kabbolas Oil 
Just pushing forward - using all my might 
 

But now inside I feel so empty 
Something’s missing, something is not right 
I don’t feel connected, I don’t seem to care - oh, what a bitter 
plight 
dear brother, tell me, why do I feel so 
what am I missing, where did I go wrong 
I need your advice, so guide me - Zog Farvos 
 

Aha Aha, Aha Aha Aha 
my dear young brother, listen as these words to you I do im-
part: 
you must first think and understand, “what really is this all 
about?” 
and only then can one have feeling in his actions, in his deeds 
and even though you might not feel this way 
you must remember it won’t just take one day 
I promise you that finally you’ll see… 
 

Aha, Aha Aha Aha 
Chassidus Chabad is all about us using out our intellect 
this in turn will lead to have a feeling strong, you will connect 
your being won’t be something separate from your Maaseh, 
from your deeds 
V’yerd Miyam - it starts off  in the head 
Ad Yam - until it comes down till the end 
my dear brother, this is what I meant  
 

you must take out the Rebbe’s Sichos 
and study them with great intensity 
after which, you must sit down, and think through carefully 
only then can you expect to have a Hergesh - feeling finally 
and carry it forth in action - the final sea… 

LISTEN OR DOWNLOAD THE RECORDING OF THE SONG: 

Bit.ly/talmidimsong 



LUNCH 
We ate a great lunch in 
the A-Frame as usual. 
But when we were 
dismissed we were sent 
to the RC board outside 
for a special surprise. 
We saw a beautiful RC 
board with a ribbon on 
it. “I wonder what's 
happening” 

SIYUM HARAMBAM: “HOW CAN I FORGET!?” 

Speaking of RC we can’t forget about the Mega Gan Yisroel Siyum HaRambam event! 

Now, after that camp is over we need to keep up the learning of Rambam. You may ask; “How do we 
do that?” well the answer is that; you all have a book called “My Rambam” which has every day’s 
Rambam inside plus a checklist in the back to keep track of your daily learning! 

When we learn Rambam we give the Rebbe so much Nachas, “who wouldn't want to do it!?” with Yud 
Shevat coming up it would be a great idea and a great opportunity to strengthen your commitment of 
learning Rambam. After all, that is the point of the Siyum, to “strengthen our commitment in unity”! 

Remember: keep your Rambam book on a low shelf and take it down every day! 

RIBBON CUTING 

Wow you’ll never guess 
what happened next! 
We had a grand ribbon 
cutting for the board! 
First Gresser called up 
Besser and then Besser 
called up Gresser and 
Besser called up HC 
Mendel Banon to do the 
official cutting!!! 

PROGRAM 
We had a grand flag reveal 

with our army of Chassidim 

holding the RC flag! 

Then we were off to the RC 

tree where we learned that 

days Sefer Hamitzvos and 

got a freezing cold ice-pop! 

From then we just learned 

Rambam every day!!! 



THE DIARIES 
A GLIMPSE IN THE LIFE OF THE ONE AND ONLY GRESSER 

Previously in Gresser Sleeps: Gresser is very excited to see who the special guests are by the Grand 

GaGa game after a rainy and stressful morning...  

A grand swarm of mosquitoes! 

(Being that it's raining outside, we're not the only 

ones who are taking shelter inside the shul...)  

But these mosquitoes are special, cuz they are not 
only watching our game of GaGa, but they are also 

taking an active part in making sure that  everyone 

in the room is kept occupied with trying to catch 
the mosquitoes, thereby distracting them from the 

location of the ball, which makes the game so 
much more exciting, cuz then umm I 

don’t know.  

Anyways, nothing can beat my excite-

ment at the sight of my good friend 

Besser heading towards the microphone 

to start running the game. Oh, and obvi-

ously he's gonna be very fair to every-

one, but even more fair to me (like be-
lieve me against everyone else if there is 

an argument about if I'm holding the 
ball or not. I don’t think what I just said 

made any sense).  

But it only gets better! Because this year, camp re-

alized that loud speakers are very bad on the ears 

and must not be used (besides for the lovely 

sounds that make their noisy way out of the PA), 

so therefore, Besser is gonna have to use his loud 

and mighty voice to convince everyone that I'm 

right.  

As the screaming gets louder, the head counselor 

walks in and is very happy to see the crazy, wild 

Matzav, but because he is a head counselor, he 

doesn't like when we have fun (I don't know about 

everyone else, but me and Besser are having loads 

of fun. Ha!), so he decides that we’re gonna have to 
end the game and go to breakfast cuz it's getting 

reeaally late. Soooo, we all head to the A-Frame for 

breakfast but get stuck on the way because 

someooone  (yes, I admit it was me) fell into the 

lake causing it to overflow (Wade tried to use a 
plunger to un-stuff the lake but all he accomplished 

was a whole army of snapping turtles charging at 
him, effectively sending him directly to the infirma-

ry where he received 2 green icees and a blue band-

age for his toe and an upshernish) and now the en-
tire Shul is surrounded by water!! C-relief volunteers 

flew on via helicopters and tried to figure out how 
to get us through this Yam-Suf without 

passing by the swings (swings are famous 

for their hypnotizing powers on young 
and old alike (what do you think your staff 

do after lights-out? Eat egg wraps?!) and 
everyone always gets stuck there). In the 

end we just ate watermelons for break-

fast. Tons of them.. Meanwhile, me and 

my friend Besser figured out about an in-

genious escape: If you climb into the roof 

of the shul (like they did in the color war 

play (that was so cool!!)) then you could go through 

the window in the side of the thing (I'm still not 

sure which window on which side of which thing), 

but then it hit us both like a watermelon on a sun-
ny winter day (OUCH!) that because I’m doch 

‘Gresser’ - forget about it. There is basically no way 

of me climbing into the roof, or anywhere for that 
matter. And so I'm basically stuck here in the shul 

forever. All by myself. Even further. Down the 

stairs. With nobody to care... and make me egg 

wraps.  

(Waaaaaaaaaaa, I want my mummy!) Oh oh oh oh 

ooohhhhh!! I forgot in my great misery that the 

ball from the GaGa game is still in my hands cuz 
the referee paused the game until - Heeey! I see a 

mosquito!!!  

TO BE CONTINUED......... 

“because 

someooone   

(yes, I admit 

it was me) fell 

into the lake 

causing it to 

overflow” 
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GAN YISROEL YEAR-ROUND 

I wonder how my staff looked as campers… 

A WHOLE BUNCH OF STAFF COUNSELOR SHEA SHMOTKIN B.O.M. BEREL MAROSOW  

COUNSELOR BEREL SHMOTKIN COUNSELOR MEIR SHEMTOV F.O.M.O. LEVI KATZ 

BONUS: GUESS WHO THIS IS? COUNSELOR ZALMY SHMOTKIN COUNSELOR MEIR DEREN 

 

What a beautiful way to come to Yud Shevat!! 

Chevre! With this Hachana, we will come to Yud Shevat prepared and ready, with not a speck of dust 
on our uniforms, and our buttons polished and shiny as can be! 

And to start off the preparations with a BANG: Get down on the floor - RIGHT NOW - and make three 
Gezetzte Kulehs while singing the Gan Yisroel Year-Round Theme Song with as much concentration 
as you possibly can!!! Gut Yom Tov! Gut Yom Tov! Gut Yom Tov! 

P.S. First week starts on Sunday, Ches Teves, so get ready! (see back page 
for more details on the Hachana). Also, make sure not to lose the special 

learning Kovetz that came with this magazine in the mail! 

Continued from page 9 



THESE PRIZES CAN BE YOURS IF YOU DO THIS AWSOME AND EASY HACHANAH! ! !  

BEFORE YOU LOOK HERE AT THE HACHANAH DETAILS 

FIRST YOU MUST READY THE YUD SHEVAT HACHANAH ARTICLE ON PAGE 7 

The Hachanah is split into 4 weeks: 

Week one: Sunday, Ches Teves - Shabbos Yud Daled Teves 

Week two: Sunday, Tes Vov Teves - Shabbos, Chof Alef Teves 

Week three: Sunday, Chof Beis Teves - Shabbos, Chof Ches Teves 

Week four: Sunday, Chof Tes Teves - Shabbos Vov Shevat 

In the same envelope that this awesome GYYR magazine came in, there was also another awesome Kovetz! That 

Kovetz is very important and necessary for this Hachanah so hold onto it! (if you accidently lost it log onto: bit.ly/

gyyr10shevat to download and print the Kovetz)  

As you will see in the Kovetz, Each week there is one Letter to learn (there is also an English translation to help 

you!) once you finished learning the letter you should now be able to answer the question on the next page then 

comes step 2… 

Once you learned the letter and answered the question now it is time to find someone who does not yet have a letter 

in a Sefer Torah and sign him up at kidstorah.org or for an adult at unityletter.com (it can also be in the opposite 

order…) 

Once your done, write his or her name on the following page. Then, politely ask one of your parents to take a picture 

of the checklist and send it to 248-346-6693 to enter the special raffles! 

Every week there will be two raffles! One for learning the Letter and one for the Ois B’sefer Torah! So even if you 

were only able to do one of the checklists, you will still be in at least one raffle! 

At the end of the 4 weeks there will be a grand raffle for all the Chosidels that participated in at least 3 of the 4 

weeks! 

WEEK TWO WEEK THREE WEEK FOUR GRAND 

RAFFLE 
WEEK ONE 

Picture of 
the Rebbe 

Picture of 
the Rebbe 


